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From the acclaimed author of the Morgan Kingsley, Exorcist books comes the gripping first
novel in a new series about a private eye who discovers, to her surprise, that she’s an
immortal huntress. Nikki Glass can track down any man. But when her latest client turns out to
be a true descendant of Hades, Nikki now discovers she can’t die. . . . Crazy as it sounds,
Nikki’s manhunting skills are literally god-given. She’s a living, breathing descendant of
Artemis who has stepped right into a trap set by the children of the gods. Nikki’s new “friends”
include a descendant of Eros, who uses sex as a weapon; a descendant of Loki, whose tricks
are no laughing matter; and a half-mad descendant of Kali who thinks she’s a spy. But most
powerful of all are the Olympians, a rival clan of immortals seeking to destroy all Descendants
who refuse to bow down to them. In the eternal battle of good god/bad god, Nikki would make
a divine weapon. But if they think she’ll surrender without a fight, the gods must be crazy. . . .
This book examines how African-American writers and visual artists interweave icon and
inscription in order to re-present the black female body, traditionally rendered alien and
inarticulate within Western discursive and visual systems. Brown considers how the writings of
Toni Morrison, Gayl Jones, Paule Marshall, Edwidge Danticat, Jamaica Kincaid, Andrea Lee,
Gloria Naylor, and Martha Southgate are bound to such contemporary, postmodern visual
artists as Lorna Simpson, Carrie Mae Weems, Kara Walker, Betye Saar, and Faith Ringgold.
While the artists and authors rely on radically different media—photos, collage, video, and
assembled objects, as opposed to words and rhythm—both sets of intellectual activists insist on
the primacy of the black aesthetic. Both assert artistic agency and cultural continuity in the face
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of the oppression, social transformation, and cultural multiplicity of the late twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries. This book examines how African-American performative practices
mediate the tension between the ostensibly de-racialized body politic and the hyper-racialized
black, female body, reimagining the cultural and political ground that guides various
articulations of American national belonging. Brown shows how and why black women writers
and artists matter as agents of change, how and why the form and content of their works must
be recognized and reconsidered in the increasingly frenzied arena of cultural production and
political debate.
"Comprehensive guide to African American quilt history and contemporary practices"--P. [4] of
cover.
This comprehensive textbook, intended for graduate students in couple and family therapy
programs as well as for clinicians of diverse orientations, offers descriptive discussions of sex
therapy based on the Intersystem Approach, as developed by Gerald Weeks. The Intersystem
Approach considers the biology, psychology, couple dyad, family-of-origin, and larger
contextual factors of any sexual disorder or issue. It is grounded in systems theory and
represents a new understanding of human sexuality and sexual problems. Appropriate for
anyone who wants to progress to a more comprehensive and integrative understanding of
sexual dysfunctions, this text will teach the reader how to treat the couple, rather than the
individual. Now in a second edition, Systemic Sex Therapy presents 12 updated chapters and
two new chapters, bringing the material up-to-date with the DSM-5. Each chapter examines the
definition and description of a disorder, its etiology, assessment, treatment, research, and
future directions. Experts in the field discuss issues ranging from pharmacology, sexual
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compulsivity, therapy with lesbian and gay couples, to chapters on male and female lack of
desire. A standard text in the field, Systemic Sex Therapy integrates couple and sex therapy to
inform the treatment of sexual problems, and to give beginning and experienced clinicians the
abilities and confidence they need to produce viable change in their patients’ lives.
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special
section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also
issued separately.
Is the drop-dead gorgeous psychiatrist in love or is some other far more nefarious plot afoot?
The Journey pulls us in and leaves us wondering.Told she was schizophrenic at 19, it takes a
trip to an unexpected homeland for the real truth to sink in: she is not crazy, but psychic.Raised
by a degreed registered nurse and thus devoted to Western medicine, the hardest person to
convince is herself, but by the end of Detective Fiction, the game between her self, her spiritual
helpers, and the doppelganger who refuses to leave her alone becomes cold, calculating, and
a clear risk to her survival.
This book draws out a number of unexpected connections between chocolate and blackness
as both idea and reality. Silke Hackenesch builds her argument around four main focal points.
First is the modes of production of chocolate--the economic realities of the business and the
material connection between blackness and chocolate. Second is the semantics of chocolate,
while its iconography is analyzed third. Finally, she addresses the use of chocolate as a racial
signifier, showing that it is deployed differently by African Americans and Afro-Germans, for
example.
What does it mean to be young, Black, female, intelligent, gifted with second sight, on your
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way to a Ph.D. and in love for the first time? The Journey presents us with exactly this young
woman. The pivotal question becomes is she sane and he deceitful, or has she lost her mind?
The answer is both. Not an easy, cohesive ride, the narrative thread of an African American
female mystic falling deeply in love with a white psychiatrist is complicated by a gently
suggested history of abuse, graduate school, and the subtle racism of still largely white
academia. The Journey strokes the American psyche from within a very personal story of love
and vision: she is in love; he is not, but he leads her in a merry dance, never quite revealing
what emotion lies behind his warm brown eyes.
Heart and Soul magazine 101 Ways is like talking to your sister when she´s got all the right
answers. Black Issues Book Review An ambitious...guide to personal growth and fulfillment
through the practice of loving one´s self. Walker touches upon topics as diverse as respecting
your elders and loving your hair, devoting each chapter to a single principle. Walker often
seems to be thinking out loud, as if she´s writing a journal entry or letter to a close friend...The
very completion of this 101-chapter volume is no small feat and should serve as an inspiration
to aspiring writers. Midwest Book Review An impressively practical self-help guide written
especially to aid black women to get in touch with their spiritual side, experience a zest for life,
and achieve a personal liberation. Walker articulately and persuasively takes the position that
true healing does not come overnight, but rather it gradually evolves over time, once we learn
not to look outward for validation and approval, and only when we embrace the love of God.
101 Ways Black Women Can Learn To Love Themselves is definitely recommended as being
an unusually powerful, emotionally charged, and uplifting personal improvement and self-help
guide. Kanika A. Wade, The Rawsistaz Book Reviewers As a black woman on her own
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personal journey, I found this book to be powerful, very emotional, and moving to read. I felt
that the author at times was speaking directly to me, providing the encouragement and
strength that I need as I move forward into new horizons. Jamie Walker offers a book that with
an open heart, many can and will find healing. As a young black woman, I am thankful that Ms.
Walker heeded the call and wrote a book that all black women, regardless of age should read.
Venus Noble Jamie Walker is insightful and wise way beyond her years. A page turner would
not describe the inability to put this book down! There is wit and humor in every single
passage! No Black woman´s bookshelf should be without this manual of self worth and
respect. Though apparently geared toward Black women, it is useful for any woman who will
open her mind to learning about herself and growing. Social Worker/Activist; Oakland,
California Joy Parham, Assistant to the Librarian; UC Merced I believe this is a necessary and
encouraging message Jamie is sending out to Black women, especially our young Black
women. Most of us didn´t tap into our inner selves until we had experienced numerous trials
and tribulations in life. We didn´t see the value in the valley. This is definitely a book I will add
to my collection. Esther Cooper Jackson, co-founder of Freedomways magazine An excellent
resource! Columbus Metropolitan Main Library (representing ten branches) A Must Read!
BOOK SUMMARY Self-love is the only kind of love that can every truly heal and rescue us,
causing us to be more open in all of our other relationships, activities, and endeavors. 101
Ways Black Women Can Learn to Love Themselves this book is about self-actualization, the
power of sisterhood, the healing power of sharing our own stories, and the beauty o
She's on the run and she doesn't quite know who is pursuing. Is it the man with the
unrecognizable face? The boy with the eyes that terrify? The man dressed as a campesino
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who doubles as The Interrogator's assistant? Who IS pursuing Cassie Daniels and what is her
real mission in Calido? Sojourn in Calidia takes us through urban landscape, steamy jungle
and a variety of human consciousnesses--some of which we hope never to see again--as we
tease out this young Black woman's journey in a land not of her birth but definitely of her spirit.
When we or our loved ones fall ill, our world is thrown into disarray, our routines are
interrupted, our beliefs shaken. David Morris offers an unconventional, deeply human
exploration of what it means to live with, and live through, disease. He shows how
desire—emotions, dreams, stories, romance, even eroticism—plays a crucial part in illness.
The women she's known and loved. The women who've raised her. The Brown Women in
literary works who've seared their stories into her memory. Women who have survived, women
who ensure the survival of others. Women who love when love consistently threatens to walk
out of the door. Women who create where only barrenness is expected to exist.

A guide to help women understand how their bodies work and to take charge of their
sexuality, discussing anatomy, body image, trauma, overcoming difficulties, and related
topics.
Brown Sugar brings together some of the most acclaimed voices in today's black
literary world -- Sapphire, Natasha Tarpley, Reginald Harris, and Pamela Sneed,
among them. These titillating stories cover the full spectrum of black experience and
identity as they reveal sexuality and sensuality in all their varied and exotic forms. From
the subtle to the graphic, Brown Sugar embraces the ardor and passion of black love
and lust, and will appeal to both men and women. Featuring both well-established
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authors and promising new writers, this one-of-a-kind collection represents the past,
present, and future of black literature at its pleasurable and outrageous best. It is a
must-have for every lover, as well as every lover of first-rate fiction.
He was supposed to be a myth. But from the moment I crossed the River Styx and fell
under his dark spell...he was, quite simply, mine. *A scorchingly hot modern retelling of
Hades and Persephone that's as sinful as it is sweet.* Society darling Persephone
Dimitriou plans to flee the ultra-modern city of Olympus and start over far from the
backstabbing politics of the Thirteen Houses. But all that's ripped away when her
mother ambushes her with an engagement to Zeus, the dangerous power behind their
glittering city's dark facade. With no options left, Persephone flees to the forbidden
undercity and makes a devil's bargain with a man she once believed a myth...a man
who awakens her to a world she never knew existed. Hades has spent his life in the
shadows, and he has no intention of stepping into the light. But when he finds that
Persephone can offer a little slice of the revenge he's spent years craving, it's all the
excuse he needs to help her—for a price. Yet every breathless night spent tangled
together has given Hades a taste for Persephone, and he'll go to war with Olympus
itself to keep her close...
Dr. Niama Williams' Steven is a psychological triumph. This long overdue Song of
Survival, punctuated by the cataclysmic overtures of epiphany, minimalist agreement,
and happenstance, is proof that the arrival of the truth does not always come via verbal
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messenger. From the beginning with "Schindler's List," Dr. Williams asks the film's
director to explain, "robbing a people of their origins." She poignantly points out that
Middle Passage descendants live without a traceable identity and unlike the majority,
."cannot fabricate what was deliberately stamped out of existence." Dr. Williams' text
provides a tracing of the indelible markings each of us makes on the other, and on the
collective consciousness of American society.
Reflections on the black experience, the American experience, and a more global
experience and worldview are all widely discussed, as well as future trends and
ascensions for black literature. Students, teachers, journalists, and other writers will
welcome the chance to view parts of the writing process and see inside the heads of
prominent black writers.
Medusa remembers what it was like to be human and the memories are painful. As a
monster, she's alone. Everyone who looks at her screams and transforms into a statue.
She's tired of trying to make friends and killing people instead. When one human man,
Perseus, is sent to kill her by the gods, she accepts it. She's tired of this life and ready
to die. But instead of assassinating her, he falls in love after seeing what she suffers
through. He can't look into her eyes, but he can touch her. His caress makes her body
sizzle with more passion than she's ever felt before. But can a monster find true love
when she's accidentally killed everyone else she's cared about?
This handbook is the first resource for the practicing clinician that addresses the role of
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homework – patients’ between-session activities - across major therapeutic paradigms
and complex clinical problems. The book opens with a series of practice-orientated
chapters on the role of homework in different psychotherapies. A wide range of
psychotherapy approaches are covered, each illustrated with clinical examples. The
book includes valuable coverage of complex and chronic disorders. Novice and
seasoned psychotherapists from all training backgrounds will find useful ideas in this
volume.
Dark ErosBlack Erotic WritingsSt. Martin's Press
Jay puts pressure on Faren for more than she's willing to give. With the discovery of a
deeper secret than she can keep to herself, Faren commits to lying no more. Though
the goal of her mother's debt has been absolved and is safe from transport, Faren
struggles with concerns over her long term care. When Mick finds out the absolute
truth, the dynamic of their relationship changes to include something she never
expected to have: hope. On the cusp of a new reality, with more than just herself to be
responsible for, Faren elicits Thorn's help to take down the corruption that's closing in
around the tight group. How long can Faren and Thorn keep those at bay that wish to
destroy the fragile happiness between Mick and Faren? Will blackmail be successful in
ruining the one thing Faren's decided she wants even more than her own life?
Contains fifty-eight articles that provide information about various forms, genres, or
themes of popular culture, and includes illustrations, photo essays, a chronological
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survey of each topic's history, and a comprehensive index.
For better or worse, pornography and sexual representation suffuse American culture.
This first comprehensive guide to the literature includes the history of pornography in
the United States and discusses pornography in a vast range of media. Volume one
opens with a discussion of the history of American pornography. Two separate sections
present information regarding bibliographies and reference tools concerning
pornography and reviews of references devoted to the histories of sexuality and its
representations and on theoretical works on erotica and pornography. One chapter is
devoted to a discussion of major research collections. Also included are a chronology of
important dates in the history of American Pornography and a discussion of child
pornography. Volume two focuses on dramatic, visual and electronic media and is
arranged by topic. Chapters discuss the landscape of the body, performance, erotic and
pornographic art, erotic and pornographic photography, motion pictures and
videotapes, and electronic media. Volume three focuses on oral, print, and journalistic
media and includes folklore and oral genres, erotic literature, newspapers, magazines
and advertising, and comics. The volume concludes with a section concerning research
and policy regarding medical and social sciences, the law in the United States, and the
economics of pornography.
A Deeper Shade of Sex explores erotic possibilities as imagined and reported by more
than 70 authors, both well known and emerging. This collection, including poetry,
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fiction, and essays, covers a compelling breadth of styles and emotions in
contemporary African American writing. As editor Reginald Martin notes, "The pieces
collected in this volume throb with the tempo and tenor of writers who have defined the
erotic verve of our urban times. Los Angeles, New York City, Miami, New Orleans —
every place there is a bus line or dance club has produced African-American eroticism .
. ."
The overwhelming power of the erotic imagination is brought to full flower in this masterful
collection of African-American writings. With pieces from more than seventy writers, Dark Eros
explores the erotic possibilities as imagined and reported by authors both well-known and
emerging. Using the literary to trace the range of the erotic impulse, this collection of writers
and writings-poetry, fiction, and essays-covers the length and breadth of styles and emotions
in contemporary African-American writing. As editor Reginald Martin notes, "The pieces
collected in this volume throb with the tempo and tenor of writers who have defined the erotic
verve of our urban times. Los Angeles, New York City, Miami, New Orleans-every place there
is a bus line or dance club has produced African-American eroticism..." The result is a volume
that is both compelling and necessary-an exploration of the African-American through the
erotic.
In African American fiction, Richard Wright was one of the most significant and influential
authors of the twentieth century. Richard Wright in a Post-Racial Imaginary analyses Wright's
work in relation to contemporary racial and social issues, bringing voices of established and
emergent Wright scholars into dialogue with each other. The essays in this volume show how
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Wright's best work asks central questions about national alienation as well as about
international belonging and the trans-national gaze. Race is here assumed as a superimposed
category, rather than a biological reality, in keeping with recent trends in African-American
studies. Wright's fiction and almost all of his non-fiction lift beyond the mainstays of AfricanAmerican culture to explore the potentialities and limits of black trans-nationalism. Wright's
trans-native status, his perpetual "outsidedness" mixed with the "essential humanness" of his
activist and literary efforts are at the core of the innovative approaches to his work included
here.
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